San Diego Normal to Meet Opponents in Los Angeles Friday

Resolved: "That the Federal Government should own and operate all railroads engaged in inter-state commerce." In the proposition that San Diego's representatives are prepared to die defending, in the coming debate with Los Angeles Normal School debaters, who have already chosen their "second," at the conclusion of this program, was the task of defending or attacking this question, to which the speakers were invited to adjourn. The mystery was about to be solved.

As we entered the studio, we were handed tally cards which conformed to the register of the American Geographic Magazine. In addition to the announcement of the winners, there will be a program which will take up a discussion of the interesting and vital topics of the world. An invitation is extended to all normal students who are free to attend the contests. The pupils will be much interested in this work and the program promises to be an instructive one.

The program by the grades will be as follows:

3B... Dutch    3H... Spanish
4A... Log and sod houses 4B... Kaffir
6A... Log homes and forts 6B... Tree dwellers of New Guinea
7B... Central America

SWIMMING CLUB MAKES FEW CHANGES IN PROGRAM

At a very snappy meeting last week the Swimming Club decided to make certain changes in their meeting places; on Thursday and Monday afternoons. The enthusiasm assured at the meeting carried over the next day after a crowd of over fifteen students had chosen the time of their lives in the plunge at Los Alamos, just across the border. Everybody was happy. For diving lessons apply to Mabel Hendricks or Miss Cavan, who are fully competent to instruct the less fortunate.

The above you say is all very well for the girl who knows how to swim, but how about us this folk who have never learned. For those people comes this answer: Just from Mr. Kepp's class. The twelve can be formed to meet at Kyle's bath house once a week. Mr. Kyle will give instructions in swimming for a fee of 10 cents an hour. This seems to be a golden opportunity for the girl who doesn't swim. All who are interested should come to see the new schedule posted on the back bulletin board. Try it girl. There's nothing like swimming.

EDUCATIONAL FILM SHOWN IN AUDITORIUM

An educational film dealing with lumbering was shown in the auditorium during the fifth period to intermediate school pupils and a number of normal school students.

ASSOCIATED MEN STUDENTS ENTERTAIN

The time: 7:45, Friday, Feb. 4. The place—Auditorium. The girl—you. Two conspicuous red posters—these were the cause of the atmosphere of mystery which was present in the school during the past week. All sorts of hazardous guesses were made as attempts to solve these mysteries, but none of them are worthy of the individuals of the A. M. S. only smilingly knewingly to themselves, as if to say, "For once we have you guessing."

Friday night finally came, so did 7:45, and so did the girls come, as did many of the faculty members, and also a large number of outsiders. The program was entertained by a most delightful musical program, and at the conclusion of this program, every one was invited to adjourn to the studio. The mystery was about to be solved.
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The Normal News established by the students of the State Normal School at San Diego, California, November 26th, 1913. The Normal News serves to give the school news, to express the school spirit, to unify school interests and to promote culture.

The Normal News acquires only advertisements which will be of service to its readers.

The Normal News becomes the official publication of the State Normal School of San Diego.

In Austin, Texas, the people turn the garbage into fuel. "Here we turn the garbage into dust, we take the dust out of the air and turn it into paper..."

Umailla, Oregon, has four women councilmen, a woman recorder and a woman for mayor.

The A. M. S. "blowout" on last Friday night has started a whirlwind that will long be felt.

In the school yard, there is a possibility that it is still going.

Prof. Lawrence Counsellor: Big things come to one in the scandal: Time doesn't enter "into" things which are "out of" the way. We don't have time's haven't time's don't do anything. Let us make a study for literature, for fun...

There is a nation-wide reform movement on foot in the United States which has for its object the reformation of the American language. It has become so emphatic in the past few years that the public is noticing its sway. It is manifesting itself in the normal school through word study and the study of the dictionary.

In 1920 North Dakota women will be qualified to vote for president of the United States. This good fortune is due to the efforts of the Rev. C. W. Frazier, newly-elected on the non-partisan ticket, who is about to sign the suffrage bill recently passed by the state legislature. This bill is drawn on the plan of the Illinois suffrage bill which extends to women of the state the vote for president electors but not for members of congress. So much, so bad, but why hesitate in extending full franchise? Eventually! Why not now?
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PHOTOGRAPHY

SUPERBA THEATRE: "Jewelers 952 Fifth Street..."

WHEREIN CHILDREN ARE EQUALS WITH HEALTH EXPERTS.

"Don't let the baby suck its thumb, for there might be a fly on it and it might get into the disease of the thumb..."

"Don't rock the baby, as it will toss its brains..."

"If a baby gets beer every day, it won't grow very large and it won't be good in school..."

"Rocking is not good for it; it makes them sick and stiff..."

"Bad habits are easily made by the mothers; and the babies get wise to it..."

"If you give the baby alcohol, he will own a one-half pound every year and will need a doctor when he is old..."

"Never lift it up by the arms, because it will play the game. Never, never, never pick up the baby, the arms whatever..."

"The public owes the baby as follows: Pure air and sunshine; pure, fresh, free-flowing air at night; pure water, sufficient and pure toy, fluffy, porous materials and the chance to be a perfect man or woman..."

"From the Red Cross Magazine's School Children's Essays..."

"The fellow who prints the Normal News..."

"Does all other kinds of printing also..."

"And he wishes you would take note of his address:..."

"Alfred G. Rogers, Printer..."

"623 7th St., near Market Street..."

"SUNSET MAIN 2434..."

"BROADWAY THEATRE..."

"Thursday, Feb. 22..."

"Third Annual Exhibition of paintings and sculpture, by artist members of the San Diego Art Guild, daily 2:30 and 5:30 p.m., at Guild House, between Sixth and Seventh streets. Free to public till next Saturday..."

"Secular concert by Central M. E. church choir under Suspicies of Ladies' Aid Society, church, corner Sampson and Harrison streets, 7:30 o'clock. All are invited. Admission, free. Collection to be taken up and used for new choir uniforms..."

"Friday, Feb. 22..."

"Taylor Methodist Episcopal League will entertain with a George Washington Birthday Party, at the club house, near Center street and Park boulevard, at 7:30 o'clock. Every one welcome..."

"Student body meeting in the auditorium, period I. Important. All students requested to be present..."

"Saturday, Feb. 24..."

"Rev. W. B. Thorp, pastor of the First Congregational church, will begin his Lenten reading service in the parlor of the church. He will read Walt Whitman and Ralph Waldo Emerson this year..."

"Ajitume is the Song of the Open Road. All interested are invited to attend..."

"GABRIELLE THEATER..."

"Always the highest class of picture productions at the PICKWICK..."

"AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK..."

"Fifth and Broadway..."

"AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK..."

"Fifth and Broadway..."

"J. Jessop & Sons..."

"Jewelers..."

"952 Fifth Street, San Diego..."

"VREELAND, ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER..."

"Special Rates to Students. Portrait by appointments. Main 798. Home 4688..."

"STUDIO 929 FIFTH STREET..."

"H nie. 4688..."

"ELITE BUTTON COMPANY..."

"L. L. WAKEFIELD, Prop..."

"Covered Buttons, Plaiting, Hemstitching, Buttonholes, Etc..."

"3 Post Building, 725 Broadway..."

"JOHN A. HELD..."

"Groceries and Meats..."

"Opposite STATE NORMAL..."
Miss Carey, in music—I want you to get that diaphragm firmly fixed in your mind.

Miss Weir has been obliged to withdraw from school on account of illness in her family.

Why did the Frisita crew appear at the theater one hour before the first performance of Princess Pat?

Why is Elizabeth Calloway so anxious for Friday night?

Who can help the Frisita girls solve a mystery?

Two new students have entered within the last week—Lucy Moore as a senior and Jennie McGeer as a visitor for the remainder of the term.

First Junior—"Were you at the party last Friday evening?"

Second Junior—"No, I went to a real dance."

Miss Clark (in Geog. I)—If you were seen with twenty children people would know we were a boys' faculty; they'd know they weren't yours.

It wouldn't be a bad plan for the normal school to have a school yell. Did you ever see a crown of girls clap as loud as the normal girls did Friday, February 9th?

It was evident last Monday, during assembly, that John Snyder now accepted as usher. Maybe it was something embarrassing to work on, the platform after all were assembled.

Mr. Emery, watching Eugenia Walker button up a board while trying to drive a nail into it, "say, you can't scare that nail into that board. You'll have to drive it out.

One of the Phillistines, inspired by the fact that the row of seats occupied by the members in assembly has been out of the reach of the students that A. M. S. may signify A-Men Society.

Mr. Swanson believes that Associated Men Students is a misnomer. He decided it should be Anti-Marriage Society. He is satisfied the married men would feel that way about it, while the bachelor students found the way they were not be single.

Mr. Skilling (in Nature Study)—"You may recite, Miss Davis."

Peg Davis (during short intermission)—glances hurriedly through notes.

Mr. Skilling—"You certainly believe in redundance, do you?"

Peg Davis—"Yes, sir; but I didn't think war would break out so soon."

We are all glad to learn that Mr. Tinkham and Mr. Jacobs have purchased bees for a series of summer nectar, which they will present in the near future.

Hip! Hurrah! for the S. M. A.'s.

Guadeta Walker was surprised recently when her healthy looking members of her class approached her shortly after the noon period, and informed her that they didn't like the dinner they had that day. "Why? what did you have," she asked, thinking probably they were underfed. "Oh, we had boiled beef and potatoes and bread," they answered.

"What did you want?" she asked.

"Peanuts and pie," they shouted.

Miss Tanner (in Gymnasium)—Turn over on your faces and sit up.

Miss Crawford, after hearing P. C. Glee Club say: "We are glad that I belong to Po-Mo-Na. Oh, I mean the Inland City.

Normal News readers will enjoy a real treat next week when a series of articles by Miss Butt will be started in the paper.

The associated men students have served for Lawson to help probe the "Leak" and assist in all planning. They have also staffed many of the committees of the doors in Mr. Emery's office. (All1ings of the A. M. S. are conducted there during the noon-hour."

The T. W. C. A is planning an attractive association meeting for next Tuesday afternoon, March 4th, at 3:30 in Room 15. Every member of the association is urged to be present and all others who are interested in Christian work. Come and bring a friend.

Here are some of the answers to the A. M. S. query:


AFTER THOUGHTS.

What kept Margaret Miller from the S. A. M. affair last Friday night?

Didn't all the girls bring their gentleman's friends?

Why did not Mr. Jacobs take part in the song feast?

Y. W. C. A. PLANS.

MEETING FOR TUESDAY

Lydia Dyer represented the San Diego Normal Young Women's Christian Association at the mid-year conference held in Los Angeles last Saturday and Sunday. She brought new ideas from the conference. Lydia says that the thing which impressed her most was in contact with other association girls was the far-reaching interest of the Young Women's Christian Association and its worldwide power.

SENIOR A'S ENTERTAIN

AT VALENTINE PARTY

The Senior A's Valentine party, held in the drawing room last Friday afternoon was to use an Americanism, bowing out. The music was good and the punch and wafers unusually good.

The Senior A's are looking forward to at least one more dancing party, before the end of school.
Continued from page 1.

the "progressive peanut game" were announced and from that time on there wasn't a person in the studio who didn't have a peanut.

In one corner of the room was Miss Clark, who soon reduced her playing to the level of a successful team. In another corner Mr. Benton worked diligently and drew out one peanut after another. Mrs. Robinson and Miss Black were chattering away, and the freshman debating team in 1915 at Pomona.

So out Mr. Black and Miss Black. We don't know but it looked most interesting from the outside.

The evening's entertainment was brought to a close by the singing of "The White and Gold," and everyone left, congratulating the A. M. on their most unusual and entertaining evening. Every member of the student body and the faculty who was present expressed interest and thoroughly good time.

MR. GUNNISON ADDRESSES SOCIAL ECONOMICS CLASS.

Mr. Gunnison, manager of the clearing house here, made the work of that institution clear to the members of the Social Economics class here Monday.

A clearing house is an association of banks to facilitate the exchange of checks. In large cities the clearing house is incorporated to further the interests of banking in general. To collect the drafts and checks of the different banks and charge them against each other involve a great deal of time and it is a transfer of cash, if the banks are not careful to see that their checks are cleared and that the services of the bank is made available to the public. The clearing house is a convenient method of getting checks on one bank and the checks from another bank.

Seven years on a Mountain Observatory was given the details of work done at the Mt. Wilson observatory. The position of Carnegie's Boys.

Twenty copies of Industrial Education are being offered. Mention of the art department. The work of the American Museum of Natural History, dealing with the work of the Indian.

For the science work there have been added several volumes of Goll's books and some of our new "Defective Children" returned to the "Mendicant Children" of the San Diego county, has dealt for the local high school during the week, and Miss, the freshm...